EATING FACILITIES

- Restaurant Universitaire [University Canteen]
  (next to the Maison du Savoir),
  7:00 AM to 8:00 PM, Monday to Friday
- Maison du Savoir [House of Knowledge] Cafeteria
  (Maison du Savoir: 1st floor),
  7:00 AM to 5:00 PM, Monday to Friday
- Maison des Sciences Humaines [House of the Humanities]
  Brasserie (Maison des Sciences Humaines: ground floor),
  7:00 AM to 5:00 PM, Monday to Friday
- Maison de l’Innovation [House of Innovation]
  Cafeteria, 7:00 AM to 5:00 PM

USEFUL CONTACTS

- SEVE
  www.uni.lu/etudiants/bureau_d_accueil
- MOBILITY CENTRE
  (Belval-Université train station)
  www.mobilitet.lu
- RESTOPOLIS
  www.restopolis.lu
- VEL’OK
  www.velok.lu

STUDENT CARD – 4 IN 1

The new student card is multifunctional. It can be used to gain admission to the examination rooms, the Library, and the canteen, and it can also serve as a public transport pass.

LIBRARY

Students can register for the BiblioLab of Belval Campus, situated at level –1 of the Maison des Sciences Humaines (11, Porte des Sciences, L-4366 Esch-sur-Alzette).

HOUSING

Résidence Uni-Val I (175 dwellings)
10 - 12, Avenue du Swing
L-4367 Belvaux

Résidence La Luxembourgeoise (45 dwellings)
15, Rue Pir Kremer
L-4409 Belvaux

SPORT CAMPUS / ART CAMPUS

www.uni.lu/etudiants/culture_sports

The Student Department (SEVE) will be at your disposal on Belval Campus as of 20 October 2015, in the Maison du Savoir – Floor 5
HOW TO GET TO BELVAL CAMPUS

By public transport: bus & trains
Check your itinerary to Belval on www.mobilitet.lu

Where to park your car
Free parking is available at Belval Plaza for 3 hours maximum during the opening hours of the shopping centre.
Metered outdoor or indoor parking spaces are also available in dedicated areas on campus.

By bicycle and on foot
A bicycle lane runs along the south side of Belval Campus, where many pedestrian areas link the different buildings.
Parking spots for bicycles as well as bicycle sheds are available at the “Belval-Université” railway station.

HOW TO GET AROUND ON BELVAL CAMPUS

By bus
TICE line 4, TICE line 7 and TICE line 15

By bicycle
VeLoK bicycles are available round the clock, year round.
Three stations are currently available at strategic places on campus: Belval Train Station, Rockhal and Belval Porte de France.
More will be set up in the months to come.

WHERE ARE THE COURSES TAKING PLACE?

Maison du Savoir [House of Knowledge]. Floors 2, 3 & 4
Maison des Sciences Humaines [House of the Humanities]. Floor 1
Detailed plans of the lecture rooms are available on every floor.